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Old Church Slavonic Grammar
2010-12-14

no detailed description available for old church slavonic grammar

Serbian Clitics
2023-02-10

clitics those funny little words like english contracted future tense and pluperfect tense conditional
mood markers ll and d or french pronominal objects le him la her lui to him her etc have long been a
source of fascination for linguists lacking an inherent stress that characterizes well behaved words
clitics prosodically depend on a stressed sentence element called their host which makes them look and
in some contexts behave like affixes parts of words some clitics serbian second position clitics being
the case in point also obey stringent linear ordering rules different from those holding for fully
fledged sentence elements this monograph offers a comprehensive formalized description of second
position clitics in standard serbian from the viewpoint of the meaning text theory an approach relying
on syntactic dependencies and oriented towards speech production which sets it apart from most
contemporary frameworks it will be of interest for general linguists slavists and advanced learners of
serbian

Electronic instrument repairer
1979

this book provides a comprehensive grammatical description of bunan a tibeto burman languages that is
spoken by approximately 4 000 people in the north indian himalayas the grammar offers a systematic
analysis of a wide range of grammatical phenomena ranging from phonetics and phonology to complex
syntactic constructions moreover it contains a wealth of historical annotations annotated texts and a
bunan english glossary



A Grammar of Bunan
2017-09-11

mian is a non austronesian papuan language of the ok family spoken in the highlands fringe in western
papua new guinea mian has approximately 1 400 speakers and is highly endangered this grammar is the
first comprehensive description of the language it is based on primary field data consisting of a text
corpus that covers different genres of the oral tradition namely myths and ancestor stories historical
accounts accounts of the initiation ritual conversations and procedural texts the corpus was recorded by
the author during a total of eleven months of field work from 2004 to 2008 the book provides a thorough
description of all areas of mian grammar and gives an in depth analysis of many points of typological
interest such as the complex system of lexical tone the interaction between a gender system and a system
of classificatory prefixes on verbs of object movement manipulation or handling which allows the
highlighting of certain characteristics of a referent in a given situation the complex verbal morphology
which allows fine grained tense aspect mood distinctions and a switch reference system in which switch
reference suffixes on medial verbs are homophonous with and derived from suffixes functioning as tense
and aspect markers in final verbs the book is rounded off by a collection of traditional and
contemporary texts fully glossed and translated and a word list comprising some 1 600 items giving
lexical tone word class and meaning

Army Modernization Information Memorandum (AMIM): Abbreviated cost
form
1985

the study of biblical aramaic an ancient semitic language from which the hebrew alphabet was derived is
necessary for understanding texts written during certain periods of early jewish and christian history
and is especially important for the study of the books of daniel and ezra this new textbook is a
thorough guide to learning to read and translate biblical aramaic and includes an introduction to the
language examples of texts for practice translations and helpful comparison charts



A Grammar of Mian
2011-10-27

this work is a comprehensive survey of non masoretic hebrew dialects and traditions against the
background of the related primarily other west semitic lanugages but also the less close east and south
semitic and non semitic branches of the semito hamitic phylum are taken into account the previously
published part one contains hebrew and comparative lexical material part two contains a systematic
phonetic and phonological discussion including an historical survey part three contains a discussion of
morphological and syntactical aspects as well as a comprehensive statistical synopsis of the entire
language structure compared with selected related languages

An Introduction to Biblical Aramaic
2012-01-01

the languages and linguistics of northern asia a comprehensive guide surveys the indigenous languages of
asia s north pacific rim siberia and adjacent portions of inner eurasia it provides in depth
descriptions of every first order family of this vast area with special emphasis on family internal
subdivision and dialectal differentiation individual chapters trace the origins and expansion of the
region s widespread pastoral based language groups as well as the microfamilies and isolates spoken by
northern asia s surviving hunter gatherers separate chapters cover sparsely recorded languages of early
inner eurasia that defy precise classification and the various pidgins and creoles spread over the
region other chapters investigate the typology of salient linguistic features of the area including
vowel harmony noun inflection verb indexing also known as agreement complex morphologies and the syntax
of complex predicates issues relating to genealogical ancestry areal contact and language endangerment
receive equal attention with historical connections both to eurasia s pastoral based empires as well as
to ancient population movements into the americas the steppes taiga forests tundra and coastal fringes
of northern asia offer a complex and fascinating object of linguistic investigation



XII Air Force Service Command in Operation "Dragoon".
1945

no detailed description available for nordic languages bandle 2 vol hsk 22 2 e book

Hebrew in its West Semitic Setting. A Comparative Survey of Non-
Masoretic Hebrew Dialects and Traditions. Part 2. Phonetics and
Phonology; Part 3. Morphosyntactics
2017-07-03

this two volume collection 1887 of early medieval texts in latin and irish illuminates the development
of the cult of st patrick

The Languages and Linguistics of Northern Asia
2024-03-04

first published in 1988 the goal of this study is to explore the workings of a syllable theory which is
an integral part of prosodic phonology it will be shown that theory internal considerations and a
variety of empirical arguments converge on a conception of syllabification as continuous template
matching governed by syllable wellformedness conditions and a directional parameter this title will be
of interest to students of language and linguistics

The Nordic Languages. Volume 2
2008-07-14

the volume is aimed at preserving invaluable knowledge about ainu a language isolate previously spoken



in hokkaido sakhalin and kurils which is now on the verge of extinction ainu was not a written language
but it possesses a huge documented stock of oral literature yet is significantly under described in
terms of grammar it is the only non japonic language of japan and is typologically different not only
from japanese but also from other northeast asian languages revolving around but not confined to its
head marking and polysynthetic character ainu manifests many typologically interesting phenomena related
in particular to the combinability of various voice markers and noun incorporation other interesting
features of ainu include vowel co occurrence restrictions a mixed system of expressing grammatical
relations which includes the elements of a rare tripartite alignment nominal classification
distinguishing common and locative nouns elaborate possessive classes verbal number a rich four term
evidential system and undergrammaticalized aspect which are all explained in the volume this handbook
the result of unprecedented cooperation of the leading experts of ainu will definitely help to increase
the clarity of our understanding of ainu and in a long term perspective may provide answers to problems
of human prehistory as well as open the field of ainu studies to the world and attract many new students
table of contents masayoshi shibatani and taro kageyama preface masayoshi shibatani and taro kageyama
introduction to the handbook of japanese language and linguistics contributors anna bugaeva introduction
i overview of ainu studies anna bugaeva 1 ainu a head marking language of the pacific rim juha janhunen
2 ainu ethnic origins tomomi satō 3 major old documents of ainu and some problems in the historical
study of ainu alfred f majewicz 4 ainu language western records josé andrés alonso de la fuente 5 the
ainu language through time alexander vovin 6 ainu elements in early japonic hidetoshi shiraishi and
itsuji tangiku 7 language contact in the north hiroshi nakagawa and mika fukazawa 8 hokkaido ainu
dialects towards a classification of ainu dialects itsuji tangiku 9 differences between karafuto and
hokkaido ainu dialects shiho endō 10 ainu oral literature osami okuda 11 meter in ainu oral literature
tetsuhito Ōno 12 the history and current status of the ainu language revival movement ii typologically
interesting characteristics of the ainu language hidetoshi shiraishi 13 phonetics and phonology hiroshi
nakagawa 14 parts of speech with a focus on the classification of nouns anna bugaeva and miki kobayashi
15 verbal valency tomomi satō 16 noun incorporation hiroshi nakagawa 17 verbal number yasushige
takahashi 18 aspect and evidentiality yoshimi yoshikawa 19 existential aspectual forms in the saru and
chitose dialects of ainu iii appendices sample texts anna bugaeva 20 an uwepeker retar katak kunne katak
and kamuy yukar amamecikappo narrated in the chitose hokkaido ainu dialect by ito oda elia dal corso 21
meko oyasi a sakhalin ainu ucaskuma narrated by haru fujiyama subject index



The Tripartite Life of Patrick
2012-11-15

this volume is the first extensive and reliable grammatical description of any traditional language of
the great andamanese family akabea died out in the 1920s but was extensively documented in the late
nineteenth century by two british administrators edward horace man and maurice vidal portman although
neither was a trained linguist their material nonetheless provides a sufficient basis for a reliable
analysis of akabea grammar especially its morphology and its phrasal and clausal syntax although there
are inevitable limitations on our understanding of akabea phonology clause combining and discourse
structure the grammar is accompanied by an online appendix that provides a diplomatic edition with
commentary and analysis of the single most valuable resource for akabea grammatical analysis portman s
dialogues raoul zamponi and bernard comrie s grammar of akabea offers a unique insight into the culture
history and prehistory of the andaman islands and also broadens our understanding of the human capacity
for language it highlights the typologically interesting and cross linguistically rare traits of the
language such as a rich system of somatic body part prefixes and the phenomenon of verb root ellipsis
whereby under certain circumstances the root of a verb may be absent leaving behind a grammatical word
consisting solely of affixes the project at last makes this valuable evidence accessible both to
linguists and to interested scholars from other disciplines such as anthropology history and genetics

Syllable Theory in Prosodic Phonology
2018-09-05

this book offers an in depth study of the overall syntax of basilectal jamaican creole the first since
bailey 1966 the author a jamaican linguist meticulously examines distributional and interpretative
properties of functional morphology in jamaican creole jc from a cartographic perspective cinque 1999
2002 rizzi 1997 2004 thus exploring to what extent the grammar of jc provides morphological
manifestations of an articulate ip cp and dp the data considered in this work offers new evidence in
favour of these enriched structural analyses and the instances where surface orders differ from the
underlying functional skeleton are accounted for in terms of movement operations this investigation of



jamaican syntax therefore allows us to conclude that the poor inflectional morphology typical of creole
languages in general and of basilectal jamaican creole in particular does not correlate with poor
structural architecture indeed the free morphemes discussed as well as the word order considerations
that indicate syntactic movement to designated projections serve as arguments in favour of a rich
underlying functional map

Handbook of the Ainu Language
2022-10-24

this grammar is a first detailed description of qaqet a non austronesian language spoken in the
mountainous interior of east new britain province papua new guinea qaqet belongs to the small baining
language family comprising six languages but its wider genetic affiliations remain unclear it is
included among the geographically defined east papuan languages the grammar presents a synchronic
description of the language from a language family perspective the baining languages are structurally
fairly similar but there are considerable differences in detail that point to different language
internal developments and grammaticalization paths from an east papuan and areal perspective qaqet
exhibits both typical east papuan features e g nominal classification possessor possessed order highly
compositional lexicon as well as areal features e g avo sv constituent order articles and determiners
prepositions the description is based on primary data collected during fieldwork from 2011 onwards
including both natural and elicited data the description thereby provides new analyses and insights that
are relevant to our understanding of the genetic and areal relationships in this region

A Grammar of Akabea
2020-07-15

this book is the first comprehensive survey of mood in the languages of europe it gives readers access
to a collection of data on mood each article presents the mood system of a specific european language in
a way that readers not familiar with this language are able to understand and to interpret the data the
articles contain information on the morphology and semantics of the mood system the possible



combinations of tense and mood morphology and the possible uses of the non indica tive mood s the papers
address the explanation of mood from an empirical and descriptive perspective this book is of interest
to scholars of mood and modality language contact and areal linguistics and typology

Army Modernization Information Memorandum (AMIM): Standard form
1985

the highlanders of new guinea are renowned for their elaborate systems of ceremonial exchange although
much has been written about them previous accounts have concentrated far less on the conduct of exchange
events than on the structure of exchange systems this 1991 book deals centrally with the conduct of
particular exchange events and shows through examination of them how larger social structures are
reproduced and transformed as part of the emphasis on exchange as social action the book closely
examines the oratory that plays a crucial part in the events basing their study on original fieldwork
carried out in the nebilyer valley francesca merlan and alan rumsey focus on an inter related set of
large scale compensation payments which arose out of an episode of warfare this book furthers our
understanding of the interaction between social structures and historical events and particularly of the
crucial role of talk it will be of special interest to anthropologists and linguists

The Syntax of Jamaican Creole
2008-08-28

this work is a comprehensive survey of non masoretic hebrew dialects and traditions against the
background of the related primarily other west semitic lanugages but also the less close east and south
semitic and non semitic branches of the semito hamitic phylum are taken into account the previously
published part one contains hebrew and comparative lexical material part two contains a systematic
phonetic and phonological discussion including an historical survey part three contains a discussion of
morphological and syntactical aspects as well as a comprehensive statistical synopsis of the entire
language structure compared with selected related languages



A Grammar of Qaqet
2019-04-15

research on language universals and research on linguistic typology are not antagonistic but rather
complementary approaches to the same fundamental problem the relationship between the amazing diversity
of languages and the profound unity of language only if the true extent of typological divergence is
recognized can universal laws be formulated in recent years it has become more and more evident that a
broad range of languages of radically different types must be carefully analyzed before general theories
are possible typological comparison of this kind is now at the centre of linguistic research the series
empirical approaches to language typology presents a platform for contributions of all kinds to this
rapidly developing field the distinctive feature of the series is its markedly empirical orientation all
conclusions to be reached are the result of a deepened study of empirical data general problems are
focused on from the perspective of individual languages language families language groups or language
samples special emphasis is given to the analysis of phenomena from little known languages which shed
new light on long standing problems in general linguistics the series is open to contributions from
different theoretical persuasions it thus reflects the methodological pluralism that characterizes the
present situation care is taken that all volumes be accessible to every linguist and moreover to every
reader specializing in some domain related to human language a deeper understanding of human language in
general based on a detailed analysis of typological diversity among individual languages is fundamental
for many sciences not only for linguists therefore this series has proven to be indispensable in every
research library be it public or private which has a specialization in language and the language
sciences to discuss your book idea or submit a proposal please contact birgit sievert

Mood in the Languages of Europe
2010

die vorgeschichte des slavischen aoristsystems proposes a new look on the paradigmatic organization of
the finite verb in proto slavic it rests on the study of the diachronic and synchronic conditioning of
paradigmatic preferences of proto slavic primary verbs and is shown to account for the complementary



distribution of partially syncretistic aorist stem formations into six classes bases of the systematic
description adopted here major development trends reveal clear parallels with other indo european
branches along with the discussion of paradigmatic constellations diachronic background etymology and
grammar the work comprises a nearly complete attestation of aorists and past participles of primary
verbs including prefixal compounds in canonic ocs and those outside the canon and is designed as an
extensive reference book both for indo europeanists and slavists die vorgeschichte des slavischen
aoristsystems bietet eine neue systematische beschreibung des älteren gemeinslavischen verbalsystems aus
synchroner und diachroner perspektive im zentrum steht die nahezu vollständige erfassung und bewertung
der aoristformen des altkirchenslavischen sie erscheinen hier in neuer paradigmatischer klassifikation
in sechs klassen mit ausführlicher dokumentation ihrer beleglage und ihrer synchronischen oppositionen
präsens und infinitivstämmen partizipien die systematische und historische konditionierung der
paradigmatischen präferenzen primärer verbalstammbildungen wird neu beleuchtet ihre sprachgeschichtliche
verankerung wird im vergleich mit inner und außerslavischen entsprechungen nach dem aktuellen stand
unter einschluss der prosodie dargestellt das buch eignet sich als referenzorgan zum slavischen verbum
für slavisten indoeuropäisten und allgemeine sprachwissenschaftler

International Journal of Slavic Linguistics and Poetics
1964

as the value of intangible assets including intellectual property ia ip increases governments are
recognizing the need for enterprises to proactively protect manage and commercialize them to derive
maximum benefit for enterprises and the overall economy this report gives an account of singapore s ia
ip financing journey the initiatives and the challenges faced as well as the next steps on the journey
to unlock ia ip financing for innovative enterprises

Ku Waru
1991-03-29

as one of the most central categories of the tocharian verb the subjunctive is of utmost importance for



the reconstruction of the verbal system the most rewarding domain of tocharian historical grammar
michaël peyrot provides a thorough analysis of the formation of the subjunctive in both tocharian
languages and establishes its meaning on the basis of a systematic investigation of a wealth of
published and unpublished texts a careful reconstruction of the proto tocharian stage provides a solid
base for the comparison with indo european and the derivation of the tocharian subjunctive from the
proto language with its focus on the wide variety of intricate morphological patterns the tocharian
subjunctive is at the same time a study of the whole tocharian verbal system

Hebrew in Its West Semitic Setting
1990

the most important modern reference work for middle english studies

The Grammar of Inalienability
2011-08-25

the handbook is not tied to a particular methodology but keeps in principle to a pronounced
methodological pluralism encompassing all aspects of actual methodology moreover it combines diachronic
with synchronic systematic aspects longitudinal sections with cross sections periods such as old norse
transition from old norse to early modern nordic early modern nordic 1550 1800 and so on the description
of nordic language history is built upon a comprehensive collection of linguistic data it consists of
more than 200 articles written by a multitude of authors from scandinavian and german and english
speaking countries the organization of the book combines a central part on the detailed chronological
developments and some chapters of a more general character chapters on theory and methodology in the
beginning and on overlapping spatio temporal topics in the end



Starine
1887

with examples drawn from over 200 world languages this ground breaking volume presents a state of the
art overview of evaluative morphology

Die Vorgeschichte des slavischen Aoristsystems
2014-02-27

provides linguistic descriptions of a selected assortment of languages from renowned scholars as well as
historical and cultural information for each language

知財担保融資の実現
2022-07-19

the volume is a major grammar of central alaskan yupik cay it is the culmination of the author s
linguistic studies done in alaska and elsewhere since around 1960 with assistance of many native
speakers central alaskan yupik is currently the most vigorous of the nineteen remaining native alaskan
languages descriptive in nature extensive and deep this grammar is of typological and of ethnological
anthropological interest given the severely endangered state of the language this much of descriptive
linguistic material is without comparison in the field

The Tocharian Subjunctive
2013-06-15

this book argues that syntactic parameters are set in a principled fashion on the basis of overt
functional morphology the main focus of the book is on the different positions of the finite verb in the



germanic svo languages in addition other syntactic phenomena null subjects transitive expletive
constructions and object shift and other language families romance semitic and slavic are discussed a
common explanation for all of the discussed phenomena is proposed if and only if the features for person
are distinctively marked by the agreement morphology the agreement affixes are listed separately in the
lexicon and project phrases of their own in syntax where they attract the verb to the head positions and
allow the specifier positions to be filled by various phonologically un realized elements special
attention is given to issues of historical development and child language acquisition

Middle English Dictionary
1993

内容紹介 ai小作農になるか プラットフォーマーになるか 大前研一と業界のトップリーダーたちが語るaiとフィンテックの 最新事情と ビジネスチャンスのつかみ方 目次抜粋 はじめに パート1 ai編 第一章
aiインパクト 大前研一 第二章 watsonの aiビジネスモデル 吉崎敏文 ibmワトソン事業部長 当時 第三章 トヨタのai戦略 岡島博司 トヨタ自動車先進技術統括部統括主査 第四章 dmmが考えるai
への向き合い方 亀山敬司 dmm com会長 パート2 フィンテック編 第一章 フィンテック最前線 大前研一 第二章 マネーフォワードが変革するお金との関係 辻庸介 マネーフォワードceo 第三章 ウェルスナ
ビが提供する 資産運用のai化 柴山和久 ウェルスナビceo 第四章 フィンテックが変革する金融ビジネス 沖田貴史 sbi ripple asia前ceo 第五章 ビッグデータとaiがもたらすフィンテックへの
影響 森正弥 楽天技術研究所前所長

The Nordic Languages
2002

2016年4月に全国販売された 加熱式タバコ は 瞬く間に日本全国に普及 わずか2年後の2018年には 日本の成人の約10 が使用するほどの加熱ぶりをみせている 有害物質約90 低減 など 健康リスク低減をイ
メージさせるキャッチコピーと積極的なプロモーション戦略により 急速に社会に浸透してきた加熱式タバコだが その健康リスクは本当に 少ない のだろうか 日本だけで爆発的に普及したのはなぜなのか 電子タバコ とは何
がどう違うのか タバコ問題をメディアが書かない理由とは 本書では タバコ問題研究の第一人者が 最新の研究成果と豊富なエビデンスをもとに 新型タバコ のあらゆる 疑問 に答えていく 加熱式タバコへ切り替えようと
している人 加熱式タバコの受動喫煙リスクが気になる人はもちろん 患者や健診受診者から寄せられる 加熱式タバコに替えた方がいいですか という質問に科学的に答えたいと願う医療従事者のニーズにも応えた決定版

Edinburgh Handbook of Evaluative Morphology
2015-06-03



本書は年間8回開催されるsg戦 a1級の選手のg1レースの二日目の開催のデータについて解説するものであり 競艇水面が海水での平和島競艇場をモデルにしたものです sg戦は全国の競艇場やボートピヤ等で発売され一日
の売上高が約数十億円 利用者が約数十万人位で一般レースやg2 g3のレースの約10倍以上の額や人数である 従って 払い戻し金も 同じ人気でも高額になります 競艇を財テクな感覚で運用を心見れば 面白さ 楽しさが
倍増すると思います 2日目の出目による合計払戻金 11 950円 22点 1レース3点位で 7レース分 11 950円 2 200 9 750円 100円単位で購入した場合の利益 この買い方をデータに基づいて
解説します

Facts about the World's Languages
2001

this set of 23 volumes originally published between 1952 and 1996 amalgamates a wide breadth of research
on the subject of phonetics and phonology including studies on the axiomatic method nonlinear phonology
and prosodic phonology this collection of books from some of the leading scholars in the field provides
a comprehensive overview of the subject how it has evolved over time and will be of particular interest
to students of language and linguistics

A Grammar of Central Alaskan Yupik (CAY)
2012-12-06

Morphology-Driven Syntax
1999-06-15

Equipment Improvement Report and Maintenance Digest
1990



大前研一 AI&フィンテック大全
2020-03-30

新型タバコの本当のリスク　アイコス、グロー、プルーム・テックの科学
2019-03-12

List of Chemical Compounds Authorized for Use Under USDA Meat,
Poultry, Rabbit, and Egg Products Inspection Programs
1975

競艇財テック方向出目による的中率の実績 SG戦2日目
2007-09-29

Routledge Library Editions: Phonetics and Phonology
2021-07-14

Pendidikan selepas SPM
2006
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